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Spring 2009 Contributions (Outreach)

     I worked on the TechAward for a while. I needed input from Monroe about the content of the nomination. Joe edited the document then forwarded it to 
me so I could submit; however, I realized that there is a word limit and therefore Joe had to edit it again. I am still waiting for that document to finish 
submitting the nomination. I am also in charge of the Newsletter. I started by putting together a list of all the alumni using the old member lists from past 
semesters. Monroe suggested using AguaClara Google group to contact alumni. I sent out a mass email with a small explanation to the alumni as well as 
current team members. About recruiting, I made a list of potential new members using the sign-up sheet Scott/Jake provided. I also sent the list an email 
with a small explanation about who we are, and what we are doing using the information on the wiki. I will send out a reminder email prior to the pre-enroll 
dates.
After Spring Break, my main job was to work on the Newsletter for the semester. I emailed the leader of the sub-teams for their updates and I also emailed 
Tamar in Honduras for her update on the project down there. After the draft, I forwarded to Jake, who volunteered to edit it. I then pick 5 pictures and send 
it to Chi-chi to create a template. The newsletter was sent out recently to our alumni and sponsors. Recently I was assigned to fix some of the pages on 
the wiki. 

Spring 2010 Contributions (Design)

This semester, I have been working on modifying the design for the pipeframe support for the plate settlers. We based our new design on the Agalteca 
plant. More modification need to be made after we communicate with the engineer in Honduras. Our goal is to make a design that will be most convenient 
for the plant operators to maintain.

Pipeframe Design

Spring 2011 Contributions (Design)

My project this semester involves updating the Automated Design CAD drawings' layouts and add specifications to to the drawings to create a more 
professional looking package that will present AguaClara to the client.
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https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/AGUACLARA/Plate+Settler+Support+Frame+Design+Program
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